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Argon Network Switcher Crack
Keygen is a software tool whose

purpose is to aid people in viewing
details pertaining to network cards
and managing their configurations.

Smooth setup and structured
interface The installation process
does not last very long and it does
not offer to download any third-

party products, while the interface
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you come by encompasses a design
which can only be described as well-
organized and simple. It consists of

a tabbed ribbon, a quick access
toolbar, a pane in which to list all

created profiles and another one to
display selected information.

Moreover, you can place it in the
system tray with just a click of the

button, thus rendering it non-
obtrusive. It becomes quite clear
that all user categories can learn
how to handle it with great ease,

regardless of their previous
experience with computers. View
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network card info This program
enables you view a list of all

detected network adapters, as well
as bring up further information

pertaining to them, such as name,
description, type, MAC and IP

address, status, subnet mask and
gateway. It is also possible to

disable these cards, as well as enable
them or refresh the data. Options

you can tweak when creating
profiles Multiple tabs can be

opened, thus enabling you to multi-
task with ease, while an unlimited
number of profiles can be created,
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by inputting a large number of
details. To be more accurate, you
have to provide a name, select the

network card you want to use, input
IP and DNS configurations or
enable DHCP and set up proxy
settings. In addition to that, it is

possible to create, test and mount
drive maps, change the default

printer, view disabled adapters and
running services, as well as specify
which apps to wait to finish or kill
when a profile is activated. Bottom
line In conclusion, Argon Network

Switcher is an efficient network
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configuration switcher, which is
dedicated to both power and novice
users. It does not put a strain on the

computer’s performance, as the
CPU and memory usage is low,

regardless of the process under way.
All jobs are completed in due time,

the number of configurations
available is impressive and we did
not detect any errors or crashes in
our tests. Creators Argon Software

Inc.Argon Software Inc. is an
Independent Distributor of software

for information technology,
specializing in the distribution of
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small and mid-sized applications for
desktop and notebook computers.
The company has been established
since 2005 and today is a reliable
partner for hundreds of software

companies worldwide. Mocha
Developers Inc.Mocha Developers

Inc.

Argon Network Switcher

KEYMACRO is a network
configuration tool that can be used

to view and manage network
profiles on the local computer or

workgroup computers. Its interface
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is clean and intuitive. Features:
Simple to use. Easy to setup.

Selected config file displayed.
Mounted drive map displayed.
Disabled adapters and running

services displayed. User created
profiles. User created profiles can
be saved on the local computer.

User created profiles can be shared
on the workgroup. User created
profiles can be deleted from the
workgroup. User created profiles

can be opened in a separate
windows. Supports dynamic IP

address. Supports static IP address.
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IP address assigned by DHCP.
Address assigned by DHCP. Forced
IP address assigned by user. DNS
address assigned by user. Search

engine interface. Drive map
interface. Local, domain and the

search engine. Workgroup, domain
and the search engine. Standard,
DHCP and dynamic. Services,

disabled and running. Show icon in
taskbar. Downloads: Ultimate Setup
Manager is a network configuration

tool that offers three separate
windows that enable you to view the

information about your active
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network adapters, create and delete
profiles, and test the created

profiles, while you can also specify
the amount of data you wish to

transfer in a single transfer. Suitable
for: Those who are willing to view
all the details about their network

adapters and configurations and the
profile they want to create or edit
Those who are willing to create a

new profile and transfer the data to
a single file Features: View current

network profiles Create a new
profile Start the data transfer from

your current profile Test the created
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profile Transfer network settings
Download and install Designed to:
Easy Network Config is a network

configuration tool that allows you to
configure network settings in a

simple and easy way. It has a simple
and clean interface with many

options, such as basic viewing and
managing of networks and

connections. Smooth setup and
designed interface The installation
process is relatively simple, while

the interface consists of a few tabs,
which include a quick access

toolbar, an information panel and a
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display pane, where you can view
and manage all network

connections. You can also place it in
the system tray with just a click of

the button, thereby rendering it non-
obtrusive. It also supports various

languages, as it is not restricted to a
single one. This tool is targeted to a

wide audience 1d6a3396d6
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Argon Network Switcher PC/Windows

Argon Network Switcher is a
software tool whose purpose is to
aid people in viewing details
pertaining to network cards and
managing their configurations.
Smooth setup and structured
interface The installation process
does not last very long and it does
not offer to download any third-
party products, while the interface
you come by encompasses a design
which can only be described as well-
organized and simple. It consists of
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a tabbed ribbon, a quick access
toolbar, a pane in which to list all
created profiles and another one to
display selected information.
Moreover, you can place it in the
system tray with just a click of the
button, thus rendering it non-
obtrusive. It becomes quite clear
that all user categories can learn
how to handle it with great ease,
regardless of their previous
experience with computers. View
network card info This program
enables you view a list of all
detected network adapters, as well
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as bring up further information
pertaining to them, such as name,
description, type, MAC and IP
address, status, subnet mask and
gateway. It is also possible to
disable these cards, as well as enable
them or refresh the data. Options
you can tweak when creating
profiles Multiple tabs can be
opened, thus enabling you to multi-
task with ease, while an unlimited
number of profiles can be created,
by inputting a large number of
details. To be more accurate, you
have to provide a name, select the
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network card you want to use, input
IP and DNS configurations or
enable DHCP and set up proxy
settings. In addition to that, it is
possible to create, test and mount
drive maps, change the default
printer, view disabled adapters and
running services, as well as specify
which apps to wait to finish or kill
when a profile is activated. Bottom
line In conclusion, Argon Network
Switcher is an efficient network
configuration switcher, which is
dedicated to both power and novice
users. It does not put a strain on the
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computer’s performance, as the
CPU and memory usage is low,
regardless of the process under way.
All jobs are completed in due time,
the number of configurations
available is impressive and we did
not detect any errors or crashes in
our tests. CCleaner is a standalone
application that allows you to clean
your system. Not only that, it also
provides you with features such as
file shredder, registry cleaner,
privacy guard, download
accelerator, system cleaner, and
others. CCleaner is the most
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powerful software of its kind and is
able to clean your system

What's New in the Argon Network Switcher?

Argon Network Switcher is a free
network configuration switcher,
which has a dual purpose: to view
all available network adapters and to
administer them. What is new in
this release: The installation
package no longer requires a third-
party freeware. The minimum
required OS now is Windows XP.
The interface is now interactive and
optimized. What is new in version
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3.4.2: Some minor improvements.
Improved FAQ. What is new in
version 3.4.1: Minor bug fixes.
What is new in version 3.4.0: Fixed
problem with third-party apps not
working when the program is not
working. What is new in version
3.3.0: Added new feature for
taskbar icon management What is
new in version 3.2.0: Added support
for Intel-based motherboards. What
is new in version 3.1.0: Added new
feature to auto-mount network
drives. What is new in version 3.0.0:
Added new feature to auto-mount
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network drives. What is new in
version 2.6.2: Added support for
following drives: Windows,
/Windows, C:, D:, E: and Z:. What
is new in version 2.6.1: Added
support for WLan configuration.
What is new in version 2.6.0: Added
support for Microsoft Internet
Connection Sharing. What is new in
version 2.5.0: Added support for
new information regarding network
adapters. What is new in version
2.4.0: Added new feature to disable
network adapters. What is new in
version 2.3.0: Added new feature to
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unmount network drives. What is
new in version 2.2.0: Added new
feature to mount network drives.
What is new in version 2.1.0: Added
new feature to mount network
drives. What is new in version 2.0.0:
Added new feature to mount
network drives. What is new in
version 1.0.0: First release. How
many buttons on the Home tab can
be pressed at once? About 25. What
is the maximum number of profiles
that can be created? Infinite. What
is the difference between the home
and profiles tab? The home tab will
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show information regarding all
network adapters, while the profiles
tab will show details about a single
adapter selected. Can I create a
"fake" network adapter? No. Can I
create multiple profiles? Yes, you
can create as many as you
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System Requirements:

RAM: 2 GB OS: Windows
7/8/8.1/10 (32/64-bit), 10.2 or later
Additional Notes: This game
requires the latest DirectX and
PhysX. Additionally, the game
requires a multicard. The file size of
the game is approximately 2 GB.
SKU: 2.18.0-079 Install files: Saves
: 2.18.0-079.wad Installation: Delete
the dirlist.txt in the install directory
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